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Rewind Process Improvement

Abstract

Since the inception of manufacturing, many changes have occurred through the creativity
and desire to improve a particular process.

Change is necessary to move forward.

If we can

recognize that change is normal and will always exist, only then can we be open to new ideas
and work as a team to improve.
The need to change is typically brought on because someone has said the process is
broken.

The Sales and Marketing team at Rea Magnet Wire offered an aggressive service plan to

our largest distributor EIS in order to gain market share.

The new service plan caused many pain

points, which ended up requiring the input from other areas of the Company and resulted in the
situation being elevated to upper management.

Thus the project begins with all the layers of a

cross functional team as we discover what the issues are and identify the changes that are needed
to improve the rework process.
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CHAPTER 1:
INTRODUCTION
In order to make changes to a current process, the leader needs to have a positive
influence on people so that they can move forward with requests, support proposals and
implement decisions (Yukl, 2008, p 151). In this case, the Sales and Marketing team of Rea
Magnet Wire (Rea) pursued our largest distributor, EIS; and offered them an extremely
aggressive service plan on their high volume items.

Before we can understand why this caused

some pain points it is important to understand the manufacturing process.

Rea is a true

continuous flow manufacture 24/7 with the exception of the 6” reel. Manufacturing can be
categorized in three major categories:
%
%
+

Continuous flow manufacturing is a straight though process starting with raw materials
until the final item is produced.
Discrete manufacturing means that items in work in process (WIP) are used to make
multiple products; ideal for kanban or reorder point.
In-process manufacturing is designed to produce products in batch runs (Price &
Simonin, n.d).
For the purpose of this report, the definition of a rework is taking a larger reel and

creating a smaller reel(s); this is not a continuous flow process and is not flexible. It could be
considered as a hybrid of discrete manufacturing since wire is taken out of existing inventory and
multiple packages can be created from the larger parent item.

If the production line yields poorly

at the oven, the action taken would be for other material to be set aside for a rework
The purpose of the rework is to avoid missing an order or a stock out situation at the
customer location.

For the distributor a stock out prohibits them from meeting customer

requirements and creating a backorder.

Any minor malfunction in the manufacturing process

comes at a cost. The costs are difficult to assess because it depends on the particular
circumstance.

9

but not meeting

a customer’s requirements can have a snowball effect down the
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line. At the end of the day, the customer may go somewhere else if their requirements are not
met consistently (VanVliet, 2008).

Companies can no longer afford to have short falls with

misaligned supply and demand without profitability being impacted (Muzumdar, 2007).

In the

event of a stock-out, identifying such items and understanding which are the most critical are
questions that should be addressed.

Rea defines items based on volume and uses an alphabet

system such as the A, B, and C method to identify the usage of each item.

For example, A items

are high volume with many customers, B items are unique to strategic customers, often with
special manufacturing specifications, and C items are low volume with multiple customers.

As a

result of the new service plan to EIS, Rea has recently created a new item status of AAA or the
“triple A items.”

Often the use of categorizing A, B and C items is linked to the usage rate

(VanVliet, 2008).
The primary situational change for Rea is the “New service plan” that the Sales and
Marketing group promised to EIS, which is what brought our disconnected rework process to the
forefront.

Rea’s staff members are primarily a data driven organization and are trained to collect

data before making changes.

A study by Heinz Weihrich, professor of Management at the

University of San Francisco, discusses the Threats, Opportunities, Weaknesses and Strengths
(TOWS) Matrix which discussed how the current situation needs to be reviewed and to
determine the path forward of the firm and create a method for accomplishing the end results
(Weihrich, 1982).
The new EIS service plan became a high profile endeavor and was getting plenty of
attention by senior management.

As a result, the TOWS Matrix was used to analyze the

situation. See Appendix A for chart.
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Threats
A primary external threat would be loss of business due to poor yield, lack of production
manning, not understanding production capacity load, production not matching to sales, and
overall confusion in procedures and paper flow.

Poor production rates and performance could be

considered a potential external threat. Not having enough manning to perform rewinds is
considered a potential threat because it can cause orders to be missed.

Not having the correct

forecast could also lead to not giving the correct signals in Rea’s Material Resource Planning
(MRP) to assist planners to match production rates to future sales. Understanding forecast
accuracy can assist in reducing forecast error. The 6” package was considered a make-to-order
item, but with the new service plan it has become a made to stock item.
Without a balance between demand and supply meaning, if sales (demand) exceed
production (supply) there is a negative impact in the following areas:
Customer service suffers. Customer will not receive product when they need it. This
creates a back order or lost business.
Costs increase in areas such as overtime, raw materials and premium freight.
Quality often gets compromised in the rush to expedite the product to customer,
specifications get lost or waived (Wallace, p. 4).

Poor forecast could result in Rea’s increased manufacturing costs such as: change over costs;
switching enamels, conversion costs; switching from copper to aluminum wire. Increased freight
costs are also a consideration due to shortage in raw materials resulting in expedited freight for
customer shipments if the shortage is Rea’s defect.

Certain customers are able to take

substitutions if offered wire that is a better grade of wire then what is normally sold to them. In
some cases, substitutions cannot be sent without a customer approving specification deviations.
The idea of Made-to-Order is that product will be available 99 percent of the time because there
is the planning or lead time, but if capacity is not met and we over sell our forecast, the finished
goods level become too low to meet customer needs (Wallace, p. 24). This creates a chance to
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use a threat and minimize damages by increasing sales forecast, review the time it will take to
bring inventories back in line to the target levels set, and prioritize customers. “In this
environment, the importance of effective forecasting is elevated” (Palmatier, n.d.). In
manufacturing, a forecast is considered future requirements and produced the forecast is
excellent customer service. However, if the material is made and a sale is delayed or never
comes, then resources and money are wasted.

If an order comes and it was not forecasted, then

additional cost may be incurred in the process of realigning the production schedule to scramble
to manufacture the product (Palmatier, n.d).
Opportunities
Change is not always received as a positive, but when problems arise it opens the door to
seek opportunities. In an effort to understand how to approach change, the following ideas
emerge as starting points.
« Opportunities to improve performance need to be considered, such as reduction of leadtime by understanding the constraints and load capacity due to increased sales
& Create tools to assist the schedulers to produce the correct items and not build too much
inventory
« Review operating procedures, identify required changes, and train the staff accordingly.
« Observe the process of rewind and scheduling, listen and identify some of the stress points
of the various team members
Reduction of lead-time is challenging since production varies by size, oven and package.
Typically, the smaller the gauge size (the thicker the wire), the slower feet per minute are
produced.

The package size also is a consideration since we sell packages that weight as little as

10 pounds and as much as 900 pounds. The new ovens produce at a rate of 1,100 pounds per day
but can only run mid-range sizes 18 gauge to 26 gauge wire. The basis of Lean manufacturing is
that product is being pulled through the supply chain at the appropriate rate to meet customer

service levels (Robinson, 2008).

Therefore, reducing the lead time would support Rea’s lean
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In most manufacturing systems the inventory is in the system and then the

next step is to push it through the supply chain channels to deliver to the customer.

The

following tends to happened:
Schedules tend to accommodate “waste” in the form of safety stock, safety lead time, lot
sizing, set-ups, etc.), which make schedules exceed the projected demands
Supply chain is often slow to respond to the true demands
Demand management and supply chain management are not synchronized, leading to
inefficiency and the failure of meeting demands, resulting in higher than desired
inventories. This impacts the supply chain from the true demands
Personnel are not accurately trained, combined with inaccurate data, produce
inappropriate schedules. The mismatch between the formal schedules and the real
execution erodes the trustworthiness of the whole model (Araujo & Correll, 1995)
There is an obvious gap in trying to accomplish the perfect forecast; a “one-size fits all”
approach cannot be used for forecasting (Robinson 2008).
Having the appropriate tools in place maximizes process performance.

By assessing the

situation through worker interviews, it can be an eye opening exercise to identify the touch
points (McGrew, 2009). New tools may be needed to simplify the process, identify weaknesses
and recognize demand to plan appropriate schedules.

Therefore, we need a tool to measure how

the scheduler is meeting the new customer’s expectation. The scheduler should understand the
computer program to be able to explain data needs to IT. Once IT understands the needs of
schedulers, automated reports can be created. The rewind team works on a manual process, but
customer service and scheduling are highly automated, so the key is to identify what things can
be changed to facilitate the tasks. During the process review it becomes necessary to go back to
basics and review the 4W and 1H “who, what, where, when and how” in order to begin the

strategy in emergent long term association with the customer (McGrew, 2009).

Ron Mihavics,

Rea IT Applications Manager, says that if changes are going to occur at one location, his strategy
is to also seek solutions that can be implemented at the other Rea facilities. The IT strategy is to
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develop long term relationships with the customer through e-commerce and supply chain
management (SCM). The goal of SCM is to offer a low cost network business system that will
allow business to notice trends in the ordering process with things like Just in Time inventory
and auto replenishment (O’Brien & Marakas, 2008).

Rea wants to provide the convenience and

high level of service to our customers to make it difficult for them to go to our competitor, “the
other supplier” (R. Mihavics, personal communication, March 5, 2010).
Weakness
The internal weakness is poor sales forecasting.

The Customer Service Representative

(CSR) needs to understand that customers are actually pulling stock off of their shelves.

Itis the

responsibility of the CSR to forecast individual items and be allowed to make adjustments
accordingly. Additionally, when forecasting it may be necessary to refine a forecast, rather than
just input customer demand (Mazumdar, 2007).

For example, if customer X has 2,000 pounds in

inventory and they forecast 5000#, they may only purchase 3,000 pounds. What happens is that
customer X’s system may reflect they have a requirement of 5,000 pounds for that given period.
The CSR’s understanding of the customer’s requirements gives the scheduling group a clear
picture of demand when planning. However, it is important to understand forecast accuracy to
reduce error. For a continuous manufacturing flow process, the desired forecast is that the
“accumulative error over time is zero” (Wallace & Stahl, p. 39). This allows us to set production
rates at a specific quantity.

However, a customer whose demand fluctuates up or down and has a

variable average over time does not allow us to set production rates at a set quantity. This
variation is also known as Mean Absolute Deviation (Wallace & Stahl, p. 40). To avoid relying
on the mathematical formula, the alternative is to take the average and incorporate a safety stock
(Wallace & Stahl, p. 41).
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The Logistics group is responsible for the production forecasting, production scheduling,
material requirements planning, and capacity planning (Appendix B). Generally members of a
demand planning team are middle management with these job titles: “forecast analyst, demand
manager, Customer Service Manager and sales person” (Mansfield, 2010).

Members on the

supply chain side are: “Plant Manager, Master Scheduler, Materials Manager, Operations
Manager, Purchasing Manager” (Mansfield, 2010).

Under the umbrella of Logistics group at

Rea include customer service and production scheduling with similar titles and job
responsibilities.
Rea uses a computer software program called MFG Pro which is designed for small to
medium manufacturers (MFG Pro, 1996-2010).

The forecast in MFG Pro is generated though

through our statistical tool Infor-Demand Planning (DP) and a customer-supplied forecast
entered by the Customer Service Representative (CSR).
or “Statistical” forecasts can also be a weaknesses.
March; April’s forecast would calculate the same.

Relying on a system generated forecast

For instance, if 5000# were sold of an item in
A poor forecast can cause many problems,

but customers are only concerned when there is a stock out. Internally we are concerned with
bottleneck crisis and restricted capacity.

To minimize inaccuracies to supply-demand variances,

it is necessary to understanding a customer provided forecast and maintain continuous
communication with customers and suppliers (Muzumdar, 2007).
Building excessive inventory or ineffective inventory due to poor forecasts is a huge
liability to companies.

In order to fix the problem, a root cause analysis needs to be done to

understand why forecasting is a problem.

Some of the issues may be: forecast error, engineer

changes, and too much safety stock. When using safety stocks, the following needs to be
considered: lead time, quality issues, cost of carrying the inventory, and inconsistency of sales.
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Safety stocks are only a buffer in the event of extreme demand. If production meets demand
requirements, safety stocks would not be needed. But this only happens in the case of wellrepresented forecasting.

Safety stocks can be replenished in lot sized portions and need to be

reviewed at least annually to ensure that the levels are appropriate.

In lean manufacturing safety

stocks need to be reviewed and reduced whenever appropriate (McKay, 2010).
The schedulers can write reworks to reflect that requirements are met. On the other hand,
the pickers need to pick the wire, the rewind technician needs to complete the task of rewinding
the wire, and then he or she must scan the wire into inventory to be sold. Symptoms of a
bottleneck are when words such as "too,"

"insufficient" are used (Litt,1998).

1-0

"not enough," "slow,"

"wy

"we need more,"

1"

"not as fast," or

As a result of the new EIS service plan, there appeared to be

a problem with the process due to the number of complaints the schedulers and Customer
Service Manager received from the distribution supervisor and his staff. At first, the schedulers
heard from the rewind supervisor comments such as:
**@.
®.

s+
s

“You're sending too many work orders”
“We need more manning”
“There isn’t enough staff to keep up all the drop-in orders”
“We need more time to complete the orders.”

On the other hand, the schedulers began to complain that they too were entering too many
reworks.

No one ever said: “the system doesn’t work” which is a sign of bottlenecking (Litt,

1998).
Rea operates using Lean Manufacturing and Six Sigma principles.
operate using Kanban and Just-in-Time manufacturing.

Our customers

Our approach was establishing load

capacity per week since the distribution supervisor indicated he could not guarantee manning in
the rewind area each day since his people floated between operations and shipping. Rea’s focus
was to shorten the cycle time between the time the order is received and the time it needs to ship.
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Also, we wanted to improve the morale of the rewind staff since they felt stressed due to the
amount of paperwork they were getting daily and shorten the keying time of the schedulers doing
reworks.
Strengths
Chuck Blake is the Logistics Manager. When asked if this project would be approved he
commented, “I have always thought there were problems with rewind; I think it would be a good
project to fix the process.” The customer service and scheduling group’s major strength is the
total years of combined experience, understanding of product knowledge, systems and customer
base. The Logistics Manager has worked within Rea for thirty-six years and has held various
positions within the company including marketing and as a Six Sigma black belt. He was the inhouse trainer for Six Sigma (C. Blake, personal interview, February 12, 2010).

The Master

Scheduler has worked at Rea fifteen years with a short period in customer service. The
Customer Service Manager has worked at Rea a total of seven years with four years as a
CSR/Scheduler in addition to a working knowledge of customer requirements.

Both customer

service and scheduling are in the same work area and their job functions overlap.
accomplishing customer satisfaction.

This helps in

In addition, the flexibility, creativeness, and willingess to

change to accomplish goals are strengths of the logistics group.

This group is continuously

seeking ways to improve and create audit reports to ensure they are doing what they promise.
Tools will have to be created to track and monitor.
Monitoring
Step 1: As a result of the service plan an action item on behalf of customer service was to

set safety stocks in addition to forecasts.

The result was that the system MRP system created a

huge requirement since the demand was being front loaded and alarming the scheduling group.

The initial calculation was set a one week supply using historical data rather than relying on
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After all “everyone’s favorite excuse for missing customer deliveries is

the sales forecast was wrong” (Ginsberg, 2006). Inherently most planners understand that
forecasts are flawed and that the MRP perpetuates the problem like a domino effect by
compounding the inaccurate forecast, which is the basis of pushing excessive amount of
inventory and costs into the supply chain.

It is known that the best forecasts are only seventy

percent accurate (Robinson, 2008).
Step 2: Customer Service and Scheduling needed a tool to monitor how Rea was doing in
servicing the customer.

The goal to create a tool was to assist the two groups: customer service

and scheduling to monitor and make adjustments if necessarily.
to check the status verses measuring for metrics.
with corporate goals” (McKay 2010).

The initial purpose is to measure

“Metrics drive behavior and need to be aligned

Gathering data for evaluation is important to assess the

situation before statements can be made or changes implemented as known in Six Sigma.

In an

effort to maintain lean planning tools needs to be in place to measure multiple SKU’s to include
forecast and along with historical data. However, it is essential to maintain effective
communication with customers to understand changes in future demands since forecasts are
lacking predictability as to when a spike can occur (Robinson, 2008).
Step 3: Create a 3-day report to identify orders not meeting 10-day commitment.

Identify

items that are going to miss for whatever reason and are part of the new 10-day service plan.
The intension is to alert the scheduling staff for one last opportunity to meet customer
requirements to see if production plans or a rework could be issued to avoid a miss.

Scheduling

and customer service had created reports and began adjusting the way they previously
functioned, but this created additional work and the big push went to the rewind area. Appendix
C shows job function and what has changed for each group member that was impacted.
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Scheduling now

pushes work orders to operations as customer orders come in. Operations noticed the impacted
because they are required to change production items with higher frequency and Distribution has
seen an increase in number of orders and pounds shipped.

The proposal made by the sales team

has increase sales, which is a good problem to have.
The operations group noticed the change immediately and started to cry out for help.

The

scheduling area began writing more reworks for the 6” package and began to lament the
administrative task and the length of time that it takes with the current 4-screen step process.
Many times when using creative thinking or brainstorming other solutions and powerful insights
are discovered when getting perspective of others (Puccio, Murdock, & Mance, 2007).

There are

many layers to the problem and solutions that need to be developed, but increased business is a
good problem to experience as our group moves forward with the challenges presented.
CHAPTER 2
PROBLEM

STATEMENT

Reworks are hard to manage in the rewind area. The current process makes it difficult
for scheduling to promise orders.

Rea’s customer EIS was promised a 10-day lead-time.

The

short lead time caused much distress to multiple areas and especially in the rewind area. The
rewind staff’s primary complaints were that they felt they were receiving duplicate work orders,
multiple pallet breakdowns were required, work orders were sent to the lab all day long making
it difficult to organize the workload and caused extreme confusion in the thinking of duplicate
work orders.

This chaos makes it difficult for rewind to meet the scheduler due dates. The

scheduler who does the finite production scheduling works two to three weeks out into the
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future; this is a challenge in that this department needs to review current process and seek
opportunities to be able to meet the new 10-day Customer Service plan.
In addition, the Customer Service representatives (CSR’s) feel that the schedulers are not
giving good promise dates, which ultimately impacts the customer.

The sales team wants a

status update because various distributor locations want to know when the shorter lead-times
would honored.

The CSR is in a difficult position if product is not available.

business could cause a domino effect if Rea cannot keep the promise dates.

Potential loss of
The Sales force is

the driver of the profitability for Rea, but there must be balance between the three primary
groups involved: distribution, logistics, and sales. According to John Schreibfeder, the three
must intertwine as a triangle of integration which “allows a company to meet or exceed
customer’s expectation of product availability with the amount of each item that will maximize
net profits or minimize costs” (2007).

These are the action items that will determine the path

forward:
+s»J Identify the issues
+» Identify what needs to change
+» Identify who needs to be involved
HYPOTHESES
My project will analyze the pain points for the rewind department, scheduling and
customer service. I hypothesize:
H1: The new 10-day service plan for our strategically aligned customer EIS is causing
increased workload in our rewind area.
H2: The rework process is broken making it difficult to meet the shorter lead times that
have been established.
H3: It is not the shorter lead times causing an inability to meet the new promise dates.
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H4: Current scheduling tools are insufficient for meeting the 10-day service plan for
strategically aligned customer EIS
CHAPTER 3
THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
Today, Rea Magnet Wire employs over 1200 people, with seven plants located in North
America and five plants located in China. It is the second-largest producer of magnet wire in the
world (Reawire, 2010).

I am currently employed at the Lafayette, Indiana plant, which employs

approximately two hundred people.

Beginning in December 2009, our Lafayette plant

commissioned three new ovens adding a total of twenty-four production lines that were
completed in January 2010.
There are many reasons why a rewind or rework of material is necessary.

For this

project, I will be focusing with one type of rework, the six inch reel. However, there are other
problems that exist in other package requirements making it necessary to improve the entire
process that will be implemented in our Lafayette plant. There has been a steady increase in the
items sold on the 6” package (see Appendix D). EIS is our largest distributor that consumes the
6” package that is produced in the rewind area (see Appendix E). Growth in business
requirements for this particular package has established a need to assess the current process
within the scheduling area.
As a result of reduced lead times given to EIS, the schedulers have started pulling in
schedules to meet the customer requirements.
capacity loads and promised accordingly.
+@
<

Prior to this, the orders were pushed out to match

Listed below are standard reasons for reworks:

Oven shorts” caused by oven malfunction, leaving reels below minimum weight
“Poor yield” oven produced below standard, making it necessary to rewind wire from a
larger package to a smaller package in order to meet promised orders
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Wire does not meet specs for customer the wire was manufactured for, but can meet
lesser grade spec and can be reworked
Over shipment of previous order stealing the wire for future order due to twenty (20)
percent +/- tolerance
“Six inch reels” oven capability not designed to manufacture 10 pound reels, minimum
weight reels on ovens is 85 pounds. Lead time for this package was 28 days, but now is
10 days

o
*% 3 AS > 0 3

J
0

9,
%*

J
°°

The following cross functional departments were impacted by the change:
Customer Service
Scheduling department
Production/Operations
Distribution/Rewind
Quality department
Information Technology

The group that felt it the most was the distribution area or rewind.
The Problem
The sales and marketing group proposed an aggressive lead time to keep a competitive
advantage by promising shorter lead times to our largest distributor EIS.

The lead time on a

certain size range was reduced from 28 day lead time to a 10-day lead time.
effective to manufacture wire on the oven verses reworking material.

It is more cost

But with the shorter lead

time commitment, reworks are initiated to avoid missed promise requirements for EIS.

The

reactive approach by customer service left gaps in the process in the rewind area. Currently the
process is pushed manually by scheduling; however, the development of an exception report
would fill in the gaps so the scheduler would understand the following:
+@.
++®,
+@,

Error report
Distribution
Distribution
day window

to show that the lab is not receiving work orders
report to identify pending past due orders
report to identify drop-in orders that have been issued within the 7
which are due within 1 to 3 days

However some things cannot be changed.

For example, QC is unable to change process due to

current system restraints and tracking parent (from item) child (to item) relationship.

Some of
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the pain points felt by scheduling is the continuous inquiries by Customer Service representatives
who are continuously monitoring their orders and asking scheduling if orders will be ready on
time
Current Tools Not Working
Forecasting is not always matching customer spike in demands.
a larger package may be necessary to meet the shorter 10 day lead time.

Therefore, rewind from
Within the last few

months our company commissioned twenty-four new lines which have not yet been consistent in
outputs; which makes meeting promise dates difficult.
The current tool to monitor capacity in rewind is not calculating work load accurately.
The last time our standard operating procedure was reviewed or updated was February 28, 2008
(Rea wire intranet).
weekly bucket.

Once reworks are completed, additional capacity is added back in to the

Assistance from Rea IT staff may be needed for developing some programming

changes if that is the correct route.
Management of rework level loads has deteriorated with change in staff and over loaded
schedulers who have taken on customer service duties. Writing a work order for the rework
needs to be simplified.

Currently four screens are utilized (see Appendix H), and the work order

needs to be transmitted to the lab to be turned on in the QC hub.
screen function that simplifies the process for the scheduler.

IT should be able to develop a

The goal: one screen to be

completed with the “To and From Item” to include the required due date and send the work
orders to the lab in a nightly batch run. This would reduce administrative time for the scheduler
to focus more on strategic planning.
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Target
To provide a tool, with the assistance of cross function departments and IT, that would
allow the eight schedulers and operations to have a clear view of daily requirements.

This will

level load work flow and allow rewind area to ensure appropriate manning to meet customer
service requirements.

Currently it is unclear how much the rewind department has without

calling them to verify if they can handle a “drop-in” order.
Objective
To improve the current process in scheduling to aid the “rewind area” in order to remain
maintain competitive advantage with strategically aligned distributor EIS.
EIS has become aggressive by shortening the lead time from 28 to 10 days.

Our service plan for
Our current system

is broken and not flexible for change inside of a 5 day planning view to accommodate “drop-in”
orders.

Therefore, we need to change the current method to be user friendly and recognize when

spikes occur.

Changes will have to occur in inventory management, systems, and general

philosophy.
Discovery
Having the right combination of individuals is essential in the progress of getting a
meeting started and completed in a timely manner.

The first meeting was scheduled as a

discovery meeting to understand how other cross functional departments were coping with the
current process and increased work load. Those in attendance at the meeting were: Eric F., Plant
Manager; Chuck B., Logistics Manager; David H., Scheduling manger, Kent S., Master
Scheduler, Dave T., Distribution Supervisor; and Ofe Walker, Customer Service Manager.

The

group reviewed bar charts similar to appendix A to understand the increase in demands on the
rewind department.

The Plant Manager and Logistics Manager approved for us to move forward
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Since customer service was able to demonstrate the increased number

of reworks and the distribution supervisor elevated to the plant Manager, all team members were
highly motivated and committed to working together to a common goal (Yukl, 2008).

A

separate meeting was scheduled to allow the group an incubation period before returning for
brainstorming.
Brainstorming
We had five people in attendance for our brainstorming session.
stakeholders as part of the group.

It is good to have

According to research by the Wharton School of Business at

the University of Pennsylvania and other researchers 5 to 6 members is good number; more
people, the group tends to be less productive.
successful (Harrison, 2005-2010).

Also teams who meet in person tend to be more

During brainstorming we were using two types of divergent

thinking; searching for alternatives and raising difficult issues (Kaner, Lind, Told, Fisk &

J
4*

J
®, Xd
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J
4°

Berger, 2007).

The purpose of the session was to address the situation by asking questions:

What changed? Was it the new sales strategy, the commissioning of new ovens, a shift in
personnel, or increased volume?
What can we do to make it better, not blame the players, but help those involved in
addition to meeting the customer’s requirements?
What is making it difficult to manage work flow? Is it issues with scheduling or
rewinders?
How do work orders get generated?
Why are certain steps necessary?
Can we shortcut or can we change anything?
How can the process improve? What can we change?

Ideas Generated
It is not uncommon that a diverse group will come to a session like this with different

questions based on their background (Kaner, et.al., 2007).

Some of the key factors for

consideration were capacity load and what tool are used to schedule reworks and are they
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helpful. What we walked away with was define the capacity that rework can do each week by
package.
Another idea was to have IT do some program changes to take the capacity load
summary report and adjust the fields in order for it to reflect a true picture of what is available
for the week (see Appendix I). The current system is not flexible in capturing the start date.
Scheduling does not have knowledge of time to complete a rewind due to the fact that it is not
structured as production scheduling (pounds per day or pounds per hour).

The final option that

was considered was to reclassify the wire that needs to be re-labeled due to not meeting QC
requirements verses wire that is a quality reject and needs to be scrapped.

This requires the

assistance of IT. This change would allow the Schedulers visibility to view wire that is ready as
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substitution.

A chart detailing this can be viewed in Appendix F. Action items were as follows:

Contact IT for a meeting
Send a track-it for a change: send reworks to
Advise schedulers of new 3 day freeze unless
Schedulers will give rewind 12-day lead-time
Rewind will not pull wire out seven-days but

quality in batch
approval by rewind supervisor
using MRP forecast as a planning tool.
keep to a three-day window

Forecasting Pull vs. Push
Our current method of planning is through forecasting.

Some forecasts are supplied by

customers and others are statistically loaded through our forecasting tool using historical data
that also calculates cyclical trends called “Demand Planning.”
nightly into our MRP (material requirements planning) system.

Demand Planning auto-loads
This method is a push

philosophy and is very common in other manufacturing environments (Lean, 1997-2010).

It is

difficult to manage since the scheduling planner is looking at future requirements and it is
difficult to manage if customers have a spike in requirements.

Our manufacturing process is

lean, trying to reduce waste, keep inventory levels low and keep the most popular items running
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While Rea tries to remain lean as a manufacture, our customers’ goal is to reduce

inventory by carrying low levels of inventory and manage JIT (Just in Time) in their facilities.
Many of our customers use a Kanban system.
which is a pull system known as Kanban.
(Lean, 1997-2010).

Taiichi Ohno is credited with developing JIT,

Demand forecasts are not used in this methodology

Many of our customers have established a set amount of pallets on hand,

and as they pull a pallet, they expect Rea to replenish.
amount of inventory for specific customers.

Due to our lead-time, we keep a set

However, as a continuous flow manufacture, we

cannot replace inventory as our customer pulls. Rea needs to devise a method to keep inventory
available without creating excess inventory.
tool called Infor-Demand planning (DP).

In recent years Rea has invested in a forecasting

There are various statistical types of forecast options to
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select from in DP:

Expert
Exponential smoothing
Box-Jenkins
Simple moving average
Discrete
Intermittent
Specified smoothing model
Specified Box-Jenkins model
Regression
None
The extremes are “Expert,” which requires no thought process from the processor; it is

letting technology take over.
customer portfolio.

“None” is used when an item has been declared obsolete from the

The CSR can make adjustments based on customer supplied information and

there are metrics are in place to gauge accuracy.

DP has proven to be a flexible tool with various

options to view data, according to Infor Demand Planning website:
+

DP can forecast by aggregation of product, customer, region or channel to balance
between product detail and market trends
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DP allows user to view forecasts in days, weeks or months, in any unit of measure and
convert unit forecasts to sales value to compare and track to budget. Model different
service or planning policies interactively to discover ways to improve stock availability
and customer service with lower inventory investment (Infor, 2010).

%

Statistical forecast advantage is that it is based on historical data that is consistent and
objective and is designed to handle a large volume of item information, but it is not flexible for
any change. Forecasts need to allow for adjustments.

The benefit of using the regression method

to forecast is that human judgment can be applied based on conversations with the customer.
This is beneficial if a customer plans on discontinuing an item in the near future and is trying to
give the supplier notification.

A disadvantage to using the regression method is that it is short

term and relies on employee knowledge which is only as good as the information provided.

For

example, if sales are strong for a single period, the customer can be extremely optimistic and
provide incorrect information that would bias the forecast.

Overall, the best push system forecast

is that which allows for human intervention or judgment base (Sanders, 2006).
A good "push" system will produce just the right quantities at the right times (Lean,
1997-2010).
demand.

Push systems are difficult to manage when customers have a spike in orders or

Ohno said, “The more inventories a company has, the less likely they will have what

they need” (Hrivnak, 2006-2007).

This is true if we manufacture a specific item only to discover

that it is not moving or we have manufactured an excessive amount of inventory and our
customer no longer has the same demand.
An exception report (Appendix G) has been developed as a way to monitor the inventory
levels by the schedulers to assist customer service demands that shows which items are below
the safety stock. When the quantities fall below the safety stock, a rework is generated by the
scheduler and paperwork is sent down through the lab to rewind causing the push.

The goal

would be for rewind to manage the work load and have a kanban method for replenishing to
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Kanban systems do not follow the typical demand

forecasts, but are more of a reorder point to replenish inventory (Lean, 1997-2010; O’Brien &

Marakas, 2008, p. 273).
Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP)
Our manufacturing software that we use at Rea wire is, MFG Pro. It is designed to be
implemented at multiple sites to meet changing business requirements (MFG Pro, 1996-2010).
Excellent sales forecasting can be important to a company’s success and competitiveness (Kugel,
2008).

For this reason, we use a statistical tool called Demand Planning (DP).

According to the

article by Kugel, Rea can be categorized as a company that has an advanced approach to
forecasting by having the sales force communicating with production planning people from out
vendors.
2008).

However, accuracy is difficult and plans and forecast are not timely enough (Kugel,
Our average current inventory turns in our plant are 22. If a customer has an unforeseen

spike then we are scrambling to make their item.
Ideas to Address the Problem
The Initial meeting with logistics department head enable the cooperation from other
cross functional areas since this project cannot be completed independently by the customer
service area alone. It is important to get high-level support for your project to maximize speed of
critical decision making (Friedlein, 2001).
» Plant Manager
Logistics Manager
Customer Service Manager
Distribution Supervisor
Master Scheduler
Assistant Logistics Manager
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A scheduled meeting with the following individuals:

The group had a discovery meeting in which for divergent thinking occurred while
We

exploring ideas (Puccio, Murdock, and Mance, 2007).

This group contained one Black Belt Six-
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Sigma and three Green Belts in Six-Sigma.

The initial approach with this group was the A3

format verses a web of abstraction, which is very similar with a slightly different approach.

The

A3 form starts out clearly: define the problem, measure, and then analyze (Enterprise, n.d). The
chart in Appendix D only shows the increase in reworks, but does not illustrate the frustration
level or errors or misses due to the cumbersome manual paperwork process.
work is required to understand the problem.

Observing the work area could prove to be a root

cause for some of the mishaps. Improvements once the analysis occurs.
what, who and by when (Lean, 1997-2010).

Analysis of the

This would involve the

The hope would be that out IT group would be able

to assist with a Kanban or JIT process that would create a pull process rather than the push
process that we currently function under.

The new process, however, must still maintain our

inventory in line with projected monthly goals. Wal-mart is the world leader in lean supply
chain with the assistance of their IT group driving the technology (Schonberger, R. 2009).
Finally, Rea logistics team members will work closely with the distribution manager as we
proceed forward and begin the process of trying various adjustments to the process to understand
the changes needed to aid in workload.

Also a request to IT will be created with the necessary

information for them to develop a new MFG Pro screen or a Web base screen to enter a work
order. The keys are in the hands of Logistics team to drive, monitor and control this project.
CHAPTER 4
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
In order to gain an understanding, personal interviews will be conducted of personnel
involved in the rework process.
explore ideas and review options.

There was a need for a brainstorming session necessary to
During the exploratory stage the questions asked was, “Is

there a mathematical problem with time that is required to do a rework or is it capacity?”

?” It
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was decided initially by the Logistics Manager to not include IT or Quality until we were able to
evaluate the situation and determine the root cause.

Some process changes can be implemented

without IT by working around the ERP system by making simple process changes (Park &
Carlson, 2010).
Systems are integrated in all aspects of the corporation.
ovens to meet the forecast or orders.

(2) Data from the ovens is captured at the QC hub so that

any given time the wire will have tractability.
spool is completed.

(1) Scheduling can schedule the

(3) The scales at the line weigh the wire when the

(4) Customer service is able to place orders and check availability.

Order pickers are able to find the wire in the warehouse to prepare for shipment.

(5)

(6) Shipping is

able to scan the labels to trigger the billing department to run jobs that produce daily invoices.
Rea is integrated with its customers in that they can place orders via electronic data interchange
(EDI).

Customers also have access to our portal for viewing inventory, open orders, ship history,

and invoice history.

They can even place orders themselves, so it would be naive to think that IT

would not be able to assist when the time was needed.

Technology’s role is to simplify and

support the manufacturing organization and to meet the “five R’s: produce the right product,
with the right quality, in the right quantity, at the right price, and at the right time, and it must do
more than satisfy its customers; it must delight them” (Srinivasan, K. and Jayaraman, S., 1999).
The technology for EIS is supported by our IT department through e-business.
orders are received via EDI.

EIS

Rea’s staff struggled with what happens during the decoding and

encoding process to meet the customer requirements and with handling stress due to
inconsistencies in demand.

However, before IT can facilitate the process many questions need to

be asked of those who are closest to the process and understand the difficulties of the tasks
involved.
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The question here is this: How can IT aid in the development and implementation of EIS
service plan and facilitate the work load for the schedulers, customer service and operations?
Also it will be necessary to establish meetings to include Quality Control Manager and IT
Applications Manager.

Changes in process should have sign off from Quality and IT. They

have been a part of many cross functional projects and they are familiar with the system.
The methodology used was more of an exploratory approach.

Researched techniques

included observation, personal interviews and experiments.
Rewind Observation
Observing is necessary to comprehend what happens in the rework area and to realize
firsthand what the process flow of the department is in relationship to the work orders received.
The plan to give the rewind department some immediate relief was go for the low hanging fruit.
They were drowning and we needed to give them a live saver. A “swim lane map” process was
used to evaluate the functions of “who does what”.

This tool is designed in fact to illustrate

interruptions to the process due to handoffs (Enterprise, n.d). Dave Talbott said that it is difficult
to manage his work.

He is trying to work ahead and pulls his orders but then later he has more

work orders waiting for him in the lab, so then he has to reset the reels in the line. The next day
he is touching the same reels and moving them around (personal communication with Dave
Talbott, Rea Distribution supervisor, March 9, 2010).
Six-Sigma is to eliminate waste.

The definition of lean manufacturing and

Lean manufacturing categorized the following seven items as

“un-lean no value added:
@.

%
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Over production: producing to many parts, too soon
Inventory: extra parts required to buffer process variability
Transportation: movement of parts without adding value
Movement: movement of operations without adding value
Defects: parts that do not conform to customer specifications
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Over-processing: processing a part more than is necessary to meet customer
specifications (Ha, 2007)
Rewind picks the wire and brings it into the rewind area and lines it up in order to be

completed up to seven days. There is no value added in this process since the gross requirements
generated from the schedulers rework is real-time.
Interviews/Observations

The initial personal interviews with the schedulers aided in comprehending rewinds
perception of scheduling.

The workers in rewind had experienced confusion and frustration.

They felt as if they were moving in circles; something had to be done to improve the process.
Both the observation and personal interviews gave the Customer Service Manager and Master
Scheduler a better perception of the pressure points.

This opportunity was beneficial in the sense

that it allowed for the opportunity to be able to manage stress better by explaining job functions
to both sides to assist the teams to work jointly.
I

The manning in rewind is shared with the shipping area: For example if it is a heavy ship
day, the rewind worker is pulled to pick orders, if it is a light ship day, there are more
people in rewind.
Wire is pulled ahead during slow periods: The wire has been pulled ahead up to 7 days
and reels are lined up in the rewind area organized by due date with work order taped to
the individual reel. This is a problem if a new customer order comes requiring the
scheduler to “drop-in” a rework order after the reels have been organized on the floor in
the rewind department.
Work orders are sent to lab all day long: This makes it difficult for the rewind supervisor.
For instance, he may organize his workload for that day and the next, but discover later in
the day that something else is due ahead of existing orders.
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This happens because customers are

sending orders all day long, thus the scheduler is continuously reviewing demand and
answering pending orders.

Therefore; if order for customer A arrives at 9:03 a.m., it

becomes compulsory to take the appropriate action to cover the order creating the rewind
requisition.

However, at 2:30 p.m., another order comes in from a different customer,

customer B, for the same item and same quantity to be shipped on the same day.. Now
there are two reworks sent to the lab for the same item and same quantity, but not a
duplicate as the workers in rewind assumed.
Load capacity cannot be calculated by daily rate in rewind area: Due to inconsistent
manning load capacity is provide using a weekly rate of 5000# per week for the 6” reel.
In order to understand why the new service plan is difficult to manage first we need to
understand the job tasks of the key employees.

The Master Scheduler is planning out into the

future a minimum six weeks with group plans for the production scheduler based on demand or
forecast indicating future requirements (see Appendix K). This type of planning is a push
system.

The production scheduler is doing the finite scheduling two to three weeks out
completing a puzzle of forecast and firm orders to ensure that all items are available when
required.

The orders placed by EIS arrive inside that window.

available at all times.

The wire is expected to be

In the absence of a customer provided forecast, the CSR’s and Schedulers

rely on Demand Planning to auto load using an “expert” statistical forecast in the hope that the
system can calculate correct future customer requirements.

It is critical to ensure the scheduler

sees the demand to schedule the individual items accordingly.

The dilemma is when wire is not

available and an order is placed inside the scheduling horizon (see Appendix L).
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According to interview with Scheduler, Jacquie Gall from Lafayette, IN, she does
approximately fifteen to twenty reworks per week.

During our conversation she indicated that

she dislikes doing reworks. She always has to pull out her notes to ensure she is following the
correct procedure because writing the rework is an involved four step processes.
approximate time to do the data entry to create a rework is two-minutes.

The

She would like to see

IT develop a new front screen to enter the rework only using a single screen indicating the “to”
and the “from” item. The behind the scenes program could do “the bill of materials” and “the
router” (J. Gall, personal interview, March 1, 2010).

When interviewing Scheduler, Deb Theile,

in our Ft Wayne, IN plant she indicated the same pinch point of the long process to enter the
rewind. However, the products that she schedules do not lend themselves to many reworks.
majority of her items are one size per package.

The

The packaging offering for square and

rectangular wire is limited compared to round wire (D. Theile, telephone communication, March
1, 2010). The Scheduler in our Monterrey Mexico facility, Veronica Varella, has different
restrictions.

It is the policy of that plant to request permission to issue a rework first. If there are

no open reworks then a new one can be issued.

The policy in Monterrey causes long delays in

promising orders that need reworks, but the rewind area never feels the backlog.

The scheduler

is burdened with the extra responsibility to track orders that still have not been promised.

This

method makes it even more difficult to have a drop-in order (V. Varella, telephone conversation,
March 2, 2010).
Quality Interviews
The Customer Service Manager interviewed Neil Bailey., Quality Control Manager to see
if scheduling could implement a process change.

The suggestion was at the point of writing a

rework, could the scheduler write it as if it were to be produced at the oven and in turn have a
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policy in place to let the linemen know that the wire should be wound on larger reels and then
taken directly to the rewind area. The thought was that less scrap would be generated and
minimal effort for the rewinder.

Mr. Bailey explained that the QC hub has the traceability on

real time data collection directly feeding from the oven to the QC hub.
and when the wire was produced in the event of a quality issue.

Rea needs to know where

If the wire was reworked onto a

smaller package than an understanding of where the wire originated from (the parent item) is
important to determine data from the end item (the child) (N. Bailey, personal communication,
February 26, 2010).
Once the rework is created by scheduling it is sent to the lab printer.

Mr. Losey needs a

copy of the work order to turn on the job in the QC hub so rewind can scale the wire against the
work order. The lab tech then makes a copy to give to the distribution supervisor who in turn
keeps a hard copy in date order on his desk.
frustration is the “drop-in” orders.

This is very labor intensive and manual.

Again the

Interestingly enough the work order is closed manually by an

individual in distribution, it does not close automatically once the order is completed.

Closing of

the work orders is considered as a low priority task. However, for scheduling it shows up as a
past due gross requirement and it appears as though they still need to produce the wire. For
customer service, they feel they cannot take said wire because it is for a rewind requirement.
There needs to be a way that once the rework is completed and scaled it closes at the end of the
business day (T. Losey, personal communication, February 26, 2010).
IT Applications manger, Ron Mihavics, indicated that he would like to be brought in

early and drill down into defining the problem (telephone communication, March 42010).
can improve performance and profit within an organization (Park & Clark, 2010).

IT
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Questions that IT may ask are:
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What requirements are not being met?
Where is the process coming up short?
What works in the current process?
What are the pain points?
What is not being met as a user?

Experiments
Experiment #1: As a result of observation of rework area and department complaints
+

Work orders for reworks will be sent to the lab in nightly batch

Experiment #2: As a result of feedback from rewind-How are nightly batches working?
+J

Scheduling will keep a 3 days frozen window

%

Rework department will not pull wire 7 days out to allow for drop-in orders

Experiment #3: Feedback from rewind question multiple orders for same part number
%

Scheduling will issue reworks in lot sizes of pallet quantiy (900 to 1250 pounds)

%

Schedulers will not enter reworks for current week, without prior approval from
distribution Manager.

Experiment #4: As a result of scheduling pushing for capacity load due to missed orders
+

Scheduling has been provide capacity load of 5000#

+

Scheduling developed a report using Microsoft access to review past due reworks

+

Scheduling has requested increase in capacity load due to sales history

%

Scheduling requested from IT to create change from four screens to one screen face
screen to reduce administrative data entry task.
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The table below illustrates the cause and effect of the various process implementations in
order to achieve workflow cohesiveness.

What Changed
Experiment #1

Work orders will be sent to lab

in nightly batch
Experiment #2

Scheduling will keep 3-day
frozen window and plan 12 lead
time; planning view 3 weeks

Experiment #3

Scheduling group still honor
3day frozen window:
exceptions need approval from
rewind supervisor, but will do
reworks in lot sizes of 900#
when possible.
Orders will be released on
Sunday with a due date of the
following Saturday. Nothing
will be scheduled in current
week.

Experiment # 4

Past due rework report created
in Microsoft Access. This
report will be distributed each
Monday reflecting past due
reworks for schedulers to
follow up with rewind. Review
of Production capacity

Experiment #5

Scheduling request weekly
capacity to be increased to
7500#pending response of
Distribution supervisor.
In the meantime monitoring
capacity load and reducing
rewind qty

Why
Rewind complained of too
many reworks being
received all day long
Rewind use to pull orders
7 days out, this will allow
rewind to not have
interruptions and balance
work load
Eliminate duplicate
rewinds from schedulers
Reduce the number of
rewinds created by
schedulers. Reduce pallet
breakdowns whenever
possible.
Scheduler can plan easier
with forecast and safety
stocks.

Results

Rewind reports capacity
load is 5000# per week

Train Schedulers on report
showing capacity load

Better, but drop ins still
happened inside the 7 day
work week.
Lead time is too long if Rea
receives EIS orders daily with
10 lead-time

Schedulers advised of lot size
of 900# on high volume items
and when available. Plan 3
weeks out to maximize MRP
for Master Scheduler to see
demand
Rewind not completing all
reworks causing order to go
past due. Scheduling needs a
audit report to identify open
reworks or past due reworks

Discovered only 5 reworks

fills up capacity, by 2" week
of April cannot enter anymore

reworks until 1% week of May,

Only 5 reworks per week
allowed at current
capacity. Need more
capacity?
Review sales (see
appendix E)

how are reworks to be entered
when orders come in and
capacity is not available
Distribution supervisor on
medical leave.
If Rewind comes back and
says that they can’t meet
7500# capacity, next step is to
discuss with Plant Manager
for support.
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CHAPTER 5
RESEARCH ANALYSIS
Manufacturing and process improvement is not a new concept.

However, our unique

problems with a continuous manufacturing flow process to create a smaller package is different
in the sense that it cannot be compared to Frito lay’s continuous flow process since the Tostitos
“family package”

cannot be converted into “snack size packages” (R. Stephaniack, personal

communication, April 16, 2010).
product does not expire.

Unlike Frito Lay’s product that has a defined shelf life, our

Change is difficult to accomplish alone and many times the need of a

cross functional team is required.

In this case the Logistics Manager is the champion; other

members are customer service, production scheduling, operations and IT. It is not normal to
assume that one department can handle a project alone (Friedlein, 2001).
Initially during the brainstorming session it was discussed if an analysis should be
conducted to determine if the scheduler should schedule reworks in hours.

It became apparent

that the schedulers had no idea how much time it took to do a rework for a sixty pound order
verses a one-thousand pound order The equation to calculate lead time is listed below:

Lead Time = Number of Units in Work in Process and Finished Goods
Average Delivery Rate to Customers (Price, M. and Simonin, K., n.d.).
It was decided that there would be no value add in going through the analysis.

This

would increase the work load to review and calculate the time it would take to start and finish
each type of rework.

Next, in questioning the schedulers we discovered that level loading

capacity in daily buckets was not adding value.

This was apparent when it was discovered that

the rewind department in essence had a floating staff. The distribution priorities are shipping
first, rewind second.
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The capacity report allows schedulers to review remaining capacity prior to issuing a new
rework order. It does not reflect the extra work sent down from manufacturing or customer
return area. This means that although scheduling is held accountable for the amount of work
sent to this area, this department can be overwhelmed without scheduling having a view and still
requesting special permission for drop-in orders. While observing the rewind area it was
discovered that although Rea is a 24/7 plant, the rewind staff is only scheduled for two shifts. As
a result, it seemed logical to schedule and level load capacity in weekly buckets.
The rewind area still had many hot issues that caused bottlenecking in that area, thus
began the adjustments and experiments to assist rewind, scheduling, customer service and
ultimately the customer.

Magnet wire is a mature product, the growth that is experienced in the

rewind area for the 6” reel is due to increased business that has been gained and is now causing
some difficulties.

If there is not sufficient capacity to meet demand then the situation needs to be

reviewed. Increased capacity is stretching the manning available and orders can be potentially
pushed out or turned down.

Assuming that the business conditions continue, capacity planning

needs to occur for long term well being.

Therefore, small changes began between scheduling

and rewind with the understanding that they be subject to change based on negative results. On
the other hand, just like Customer Service and Scheduling, we need to be aware of forecast
accuracy.

Rea Operations also needs to be flexible in monitoring department requirements with

regard to manning and demand fluctuations (C & K, 2003).
After the investigation with all members of the cross functional departments, the
Customer Service Manager and the Master Scheduler had a better understanding of the variables.
They were able to define the variables and set safety stocks to assist with the levels of variations.
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The changes that were made each time were slight to measure the success of the idea generated
®

during the experiment process.
EXPERIMENT #1
+ The problem: Rewind complained of too many work orders.

Rewind was unable to

manage the paperwork being sent to the lab all day long and felt that the reason orders
were not getting completed was from paper overload.
The Cause: A direct result of customer service pulling in orders to comply with new
service plan of 10-day lead-time.
The Effect: Scheduling began writing reworks to fill orders.

This caused a bottleneck in

rewind.
The Solution: Involved IT to send all released work orders from prior work day in
nightly batch.

Each morning the distribution Manager will pick up work orders. This

change was made to assist distribution in the organization of managing paper flow and
workload without having to repeatedly go to the lab during the day.
The Result: This change was a success. This modification took care of immediate pain
point in rewind area.
EXPERIMENT #2
+¢

The problem:

Distribution pulls the wire each morning for reworks that are coming due

within the next three to seven days.

The rewind worker’s scheduled workload has the

potential to change each day due to “drop-ins.” This causes a problem because in essence
the worker needs to re-plan that day what was already established the day prior to set up
another three to seven day window.
+s» Cause:

Customers place orders every day all day long via EDI.
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Effect:

<

Scheduling issues orders all day long to schedule when they can ship to

customers to meet sales orders based on customer required due dates.
Solution: Written communication to all schedulers via email: No reworks are allowed to
be scheduled inside a three day “frozen” window.

Any reworks needed within three days

will require prior approval from the distribution supervisor.
Result: This change was a success.

Rewind worked inside a three day window.

They

had to adjust and not work more than three days ahead.
EXPERIMENT #3
The problem: Distribution began complaining of doing duplicate work; today they are
doing the same job they did yesterday or the day before.
is not enough time to complete rework orders need.
further.

The “three day frozen window”

The lead time needs to be pushed out

Rewind requested lead-time be set at 12 days.

The Cause:

Scheduling issues reworks to meet specific orders received by the customer.

The Effect:

The Order Pickers are potentially going to the same items in finished goods,

multiple times per week and doing pallet breakdowns each time to pull only one or two
reels of wire.

This wastes a lot of time.

The Solution: Rewords are written to follow rewind parameters and schedulers to use
safety stock and forecast to schedule accordingly.
The Result: Scheduling struggles to meet EIS 10-day lead time with rework lead time set
at 12 days. The Schedulers are continuously request permission for drop-in orders.
EXPERIMENT #4

<

The Problem: The Schedulers are wasting time in sending emails and leaving voice mail
communications in an effort to comply with EIS requirements.
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The Cause: Customer spikes in demand do not match forecast.
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Safety stock levels are

not high enough.
The Effect: MRP is giving schedulers the wrong signal.

Orders need to be filled without

increasing safety stocks.
The Solution: The Schedulers are to schedule in lot sizes of 900pounds when possible
without hurting existing orders. The new process for handling reworks was initiated in an
effort to simplify the task of the rewind worker to reduce the number of pallet
breakdowns..

The rewind worker will not have to go to the same item multiple times in a

short period of time. Also, this is a potential administrative task savings of 80 percent if
the scheduler can write one rework order for 900 pounds instead of twelve.

Written

communication was sent to all the schedulers and the policy and procedures manual was
updated in Rea Share Point.
The Result:

The Schedulers are not entering as may reworks and Distribution is no

longer doing pallet breakdowns.
EXPERIMENT #5
<J

The Problem: Orders are being missed due to past due rewinds.

&

The Cause:

Rewind is unable to handle the workload with full pallets instead of small

order quantities.

In addition, drop-in orders are still happening due to customer

requirements with short lead time.
The Effect: Scheduling does not have a tool in place to identify work orders that are not
completed; therefore, they are unable to alert rewind to complete past due reworks until
the order(s) have been missed.
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The Solution: Rewind announces that rewind capacity for 6” reel is 5,000 pounds per
week. Microsoft Access query created and sent to all schedulers each Monday to identify
opportunities to request a rush rework to avoid potential missed orders.

The Schedulers

started issuing reworks into the future to show demand on parent item to give the Master
Scheduler a view of gross requirements similar to what MRP does with forecasts.
The Result: Scheduling is having trouble meeting the customer requirements.

Individual

rework quantities must be reduced. Schedulers are now pushing reworks out two to three
weeks past customer requirements.

The Customer Service Manager ran a query to

determine the root cause of missed orders on required.

It was determined that based on

the last three months sales history, the average weekly sales for the 6” reel was over
7,400 pounds per week. This is impossible to meet because current capacity 1s at 5,000
pounds per week.

Capacity needs to increase to a minimum of 7,500pounds per week.

The primary objective was to meet EIS shortened lead time and assist the rewind worker.

In the

process, capacity load was determined and reports were created to monitor performance and
incomplete reworks.
Lot size
Keeping lot size lengthens the time between replenishments.

There is low risk on high

volume items (Ginsberg, 2006). There are two types of transaction processing: batch processing
and real time processing (O’Brien and Marakas, 2008).

The Master Scheduler and scheduler

view orders that were received in MFG Pro through manual transactions or via EDI transactions.
Orders are considered real time transactions.

An example of batch processing is our method of

receiving forecasts in MFG Pro. They are downloaded in a nightly batch from DP and are then
considered a part of the planning procedures.

In addition to forecasts, other strategies in place
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Issues occur

when demand exceeds forecast and safety stocks. For this reason, tools need to exist to monitor
exceptions.

An edit/inquiry report is necessary to evaluate the status of inventory when it falls

below safety stock levels or will be approaching below safety stock levels. MRP is used to
calculate historical forecast and open orders (O’Brien & Marakas, 2008).

MRP automatically

can determine at the item level how to adjust the remaining forecast for daily and weekly buckets
after orders/demand has shipped.
shipped orders in planning.

The MRP processor has a “look back” logic that includes

This system will continue to build inventory not only for the current

week, but also for future weeks depending on the predetermined planning horizon (Ross, 2005).
The problem still exists when there is an unforeseen spike in demand.
Tools
Six Sigma, as developed by W. Edwards Deming is said to be highly analytical.
Deming’s idea was developed as define, measure, analyze, improve, and control (DMAIC) in an
attempt to decrease errors or defects by finding the root cause (Bhalla, 2009).

Lean is considered

the softer side of Six Sigma or a lower hierarchy of belts: Yellow or White, instead of Green or
Black belts. Toyota follows the plan-do-check-act (PDCA), which is more of observing and
comprehending the variations within the process in real time rather than collecting data (Bhalla,
2009).

This project was approached in a very similar manner as PDCA.

Service Manager discussed issues with the distribution supervisor.
area was observed.

First, the Customer

Second, rewind process and

Third, Customer Service Manager sat with the scheduler to see and time a

rework data entry transaction.

Finally, the reports and screens that are used to get to the point of

identifying a rework were observed.

On the other hand, Lean is about preventing waste, creating

standardization, and understanding work flow process.

Lean explains why we do things the way
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we do and can also reduce cost (Bhalla, 2009).

In other words, the right combination of Lean

and Six Sigma must be used to emphasize the strengths of both (Quigley, 2010).

Our Sales and

Marketing group’s job function is to build relationships with customers and listen to what they
want.

According to Phillip Quigley, during a tough economic time, turmoil represents an

opportunity to grow business.

During the initiative to gain business, our plant experienced a

change. The manufacturing process involves inputs and outputs.

The inputs are the orders

received and the outputs are the work orders generated by the scheduler for reworks.
process initiative will ultimately result in customer satisfaction.

This

Toyota Production Systems

recently lost sight of that while they were trying to overtake General Motors Co to be the number
one automobile manufacture.

Toyota forgot about Lean and Six Sigma.

Mr Toyoda indicated

that he stretched his lean process and forgot about customer satisfaction and making
improvements (Hutchens, 2010).

The Rea group is much smaller and the scale is much smaller,

but the focus is always the customer.
chain requirements.

They are the reason why the focus is on quality and supply

Rea Quality Manager ensures that mandatory requirements are established

in the QC hub for all customer groups: Motors, Transformers, and Automotive.
recently seen an increase in our sales and customer requirements.
listen to customer changes.

We have

We focus on production and

At one point, we were reducing inventory by scrapping obsolete

inventory, but with tools in place we have been able to reduce inventory and increase our turns
for 22 turns.

Once key elements of best practice are implemented through automation to support

processes, it will be a good blend in understanding that forecasts are not the only method for
production planning (Robinson, 2008).
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Findings
Change was initiated and tools were needed to understand our shortages and
inefficiencies.

A best practice method is to use screening tools to observe the operation to

identify where the focus needs to be (Young, 2010).

In the process, many adjustments were

made and various experiments were conducted to understand both internal steps within customer
service and the external factors such as operations and customer spikes that are outside of the
scope of our area. Microsoft Access was used to create tools to monitor our status and to provide
guidance (Appendix G).
The capacity has been challenged.
expected to grow.

The demand of the 6” reel has increased and is

Based on an access query performed, the average weekly sales for the 6” reel

is 7,400 pounds per week with the weekly high of 15,000 pounds as shown in Appendix M.
Capacity needs to be increased in rewind otherwise our inventory will drop to levels that will
prohibit us from servicing EIS as required.

Schedulers have been forced to reduce lot size

quantities, which will result in rewind having to perform the time consuming steps of pallet
breakdowns.

This project is temporarily on hold due to the Distribution supervisor being away from
the office on medical leave.

If the Distribution supervisor is not able to increase capacity

through reviewing his manning, I will go to the plant Manager.

In the mean time, the schedulers

will follow the new “Schedule and Review Rewind Load” (Share Point, 2010).
Procedure Change
1.

General Criteria
a.

If the quantity of the rework is less than or equal to the cap less load quantity then the
rework can be due during that time period.
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b.
&®

If the quantity of the rework is greater than the cap less load quantity, then the rework
cannot be due during that time period.

2.

Lead time for reworks written — Due Date

a.

Monday

1. Enter next Saturday date
11.
b.

Provides 6 day lead time for production to rewind

Tuesday — Friday

1. Enter next two Saturday date
11.
3.

Provides a “floating” 12-9 day lead time for production to rewind

Lead Time for reworks written — Release date

a.

A rework due next Saturday needs to have a release date the same as the date written.

b.

A rework due the following (or the third, fourth, fifth...) Saturday, assign a release
date of the Sunday prior.

4.

Special Exceptions- Customer Demand/Scheduling Error/Operational Yield
a.

All reworks written regardless of date written that fall within the lead times above
need prior approval from Distribution Manager prior to issuing

i. Enter weekday the rework is to be due (do not enter a Sunday date)
11.

Enter comments in 16.12.13 Work Order Routing Maintenance detailing
Distribution Mangers approval
. Manually print the work order to the QC Lab printer (lafqchp6) (Share Point,

2010)
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CHAPTER 6
®

RECOMMENDATIONS
Scheduling area
To have an improved tool that will clearly and effectively communicate to all parties
what the daily or weekly requirements are for rewind area.
Although this group is willing to develop tools to facilitate scheduling tasks, the steps
required are still time consuming.
Continue to build cohesive working relationships.
Rewind area
<

Have the appropriate manning available to meet customer requirements.

&

Create an exception report that would catch incomplete reworks due within two days
verses scheduling asking for a rush after the order has missed.

This tool could be rolled

out and implemented in other Rea plants.
<

Automation of process and procedural changes to help meet customer requirements and
eliminate duplication of efforts.

Final Conclusion
Although all four hypotheses are true, the root cause was hypothesis number two.

The

rewind process is broken, making it difficult to meet the shorter lead times that have been
established.
CHAPTER 7
LIMITATIONS OF RESEARCH

The primary restraint surrounding this project was the factors outside of my control.

project encompassed many different cross functional groups.

This

Customer Service and Scheduling
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do not control operations, so any procedural changes can only be suggested or recommended, but
®

cannot be the driver of implementing change.

Events outside of my control to keep this project

moving included:
Complexity of project requires more time than 10 weeks to complete.
New Label:

Rea changed labels causing multiple problems in distribution since the hand

held scanners were not sending the information into the system. The scanners did not
scan the new bar code configuration during the “dump” making it very difficult to find
the wire to ship to customers.

Resources were not available for several work days.

Vacations: Several of the key group members were not available due to Spring Break
vacations.
Spike in Motor group: Scheduling resources are focused on moving production form
Monterrey, Mexico plant to the Lafayette, IN plant.
Medical: Rewind supervisor is out on Medical Leave: capacity question pending.
CHAPTER 8
FUTURE RESEARCH
Scheduling group
Additional projects can develop, such as understanding how MRP works in MFG Pro and
loading firm planned orders in lot size quantities instead of the scheduler manually
creating a rework. How is the data calculated and what is being done with it.
The plan would be to follow up on request sent to IT to create a web base application or
create a new screen in MFG-Pro to facilitate the data enter of work orders and reduce
administrative time by 75 percent by simplifying the current process of four screens to
one screen.
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Distribution group

<

Ideally with the assistance of IT the development of a Kanban methodology would assist
the rewind area to pull inventory to replenish stock, rather than the schedulers pushing
rework orders.
Eliminate manual closing of reworks.

There needs to be a way that once the rework is

completed and scaled it closes at the end of the business day.
Rejects currently are not considered in the load factors set in MFG Pro, they should be
included in the equation to calculate capacity
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Appendix A:
Table 1.0 TOWS

Strategic Alternatives Matrix
External Opportunities | External Threats (T)
(0)
1. Loss of business
1. Reduced lead-time
2. Oven issues: yield
2. Increased sales
3. Staffing shortages in rewind
3. Kanban
4.Align production to match
4. Create tools and
Sales
procedures to improve

Internal Strengths (S)

80

1. Logistics committed to

heal

"Maxi-Mai ” Strategy

project
2. Senior staff

-

knowledgeable with

strengths to maximize

MFG-PRO

a

3. Six Sigma trained
staff
4. Good relations
between Customer

i La

ServiceandScheduling

BP

1

i

a

AST

Maxi Mi ni""Sategy

or
Stegies that use

Sppotiuities,

st
l

that use strengths to
oo

minimize threats,

Sa

aE
a

n

Internal Weaknesses (W)
1. Poor forecast
2. Stock-out
3. Bottleneck
4. Restricted Capacity

WO
WT
"Mini-Maxi" Strategy
"Mini-Mini" Strategy
Strategies that minimize
weaknesses by taking
Strategies that minimize
advantage of
weaknesses and avoid threats.
opportunities.
*This chart was taken from http://www.mindtools.com/pages/article/newSTR 89.htm.

**The information was entered based on my evaluation of Rea Magnet Wire.
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Logistics Group responsible for Production Forecasting, Production Scheduling, Material
Fe

SL

and a

id

Production Forecasting

~ Production Scheduling

‘Material Requirement Planning

ProductionCost
(O’Brien & Marakas, p 273)

©

;

Capacity Planning

OuslityControl
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Table 1 Group functions and change made

FUNCTION
Customer

Service

Enter orders WL ensure that

i

ship when eae

Pull AAA status items to
~ ship 10 days from Peeing of
order
;

Scheduling
Horo Siders 2 6 week
horizon
:

iH]
:

Sonn is on had % meet
AAA items-less than 10: =

day horizon |
0 Ta E1111

REVIEW Jal report i
stockpile finished goods
for rewind-difficult for

operations to manage

EIS shorten _

time

‘makes work flow process
Observation of work flow

- and Experimentation
conducted to find a win- :
win situation for
:
:
a wl operations
:

Distribution

Pickers do preakdowné

for finished goods tevork
‘orders and restock end
item

~ Pickers have increased
finished orders

to

:
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Appendix D — Work order submitted
Steady increase in orders

Total work order

6" Rewind

m 6" Rewind

2009.08

2009.09

2009.10

2009.11
Date

Courtesy of Rea Magnet Wire data base.

2009.12

2010.01
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Appendix E — 6” Customers
EIS is the largest consumer of 6” package

Total
m ACME
Bm AMETEK
® ANDARR
® BALDOR
m CYME
Wm EIS
MW ELEC PRT
= EMERSON
m GE
® MWS
m OTHER
= SQUARE D

Courtesy of Rea Magnet Wire data base
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Appendix F - Brain Storming ideas generated

PRO
Kanban

RRR

be in

| il

aa operator pulls inventory |

levels
Keep wire in Finished
goods area (not on a pallet)

Avoid spr

Keep large package of wire
in rewind

SO

| Dralion

Unable to determine what

Eo

Increase WIP (work in

progress) cost associated

i for reworks
nn

git | Tow
OT not we able
to rework multiples only

TI

Spent fently for rewind

L +. i singlelineto multiple
quantity.

Schedule large package on
the oven and note a rework

ship i in Quality Control dali

Th
Have IT develop a simpler
process to enter a rework

base
"ROL (return ono investment)
what else if the IT group

“Reduce ST

| administrative time and

if
Increase rework

verlonding week capacity
‘Search a designated

opportunities using shorts

location to review and seek

ge 0 IAIN

doing and the prio

level

a
IT involvement pr
for
adding new location and
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Appendix G - Safety Stock Audit report

Report Distributor Product Audit
Part

Description

Safely Stock

Plawt vty

100
100
200
300
100
100
200
300
150
200
250
100
200
100
100
100
100

1%

Conomt Status

10Day Recep

MW Day Orders

10Day ATP

80

346

10 Day Status

(02002.140.04863
(02002.150.04880
(02002.160.04899
02002.170.04916
02002.180.04938
02002.190.04962
(2002.20 04%81
02002.210.05001
02002.220.05021
02002.230.05042
02002.240.05086
(02002.290 05083
02002.260.05088
02002270 05111
02002.280.05131
02002.290.05144
(02002.300.05148

(60 0000 0000
060 0000 0000
(060 0000 0000
060 0000 0000
060 0000 0000
(060 0000 0000
(060 0000 0000
060 0000 0000
(060 0000 0000
060 0000 0000
060 0000 0000
060 0000 0000
060 0000 0000
(06000000000
060 0000 0000
060 0000 0000
060 00000000

0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00

8%
667
742
583
5%

706
430
43
29
2%
1%

121 0000 0000 0000 00
121 00000000 0000 00
12100000000 0000 00
1150000 0000 0000 00
11500000000
0000 00
11500000000
0000 00
11500000000 0000 00
11500000000 0000 00
11500000000 0000 00
11500000000 0000 00
11500000000
0000 00
11500000000 0000 00
11500000000 0000 00
1150000 0000 0000 00

OK

0 |BelowSilety

Currently below Safety Stock
Rounxl- HTAIH 115/121
02002110 44798
02002120 44802
0200213044805
02002.140.04867
02002.150.04885
02002.160.04903
02002.170.04521
02002.180.04944
02002.190.04%7
02002.200.04985
02002.210.05005
02002.220.05026
02002.230.05049
02002.240.05071

RLIRILLLILILEEL

Rourxl- HTAIH 060
0
0
160
80
165
80
240
0
160
159
100
160
236
80
0

160

10 Day ATP bebw Safely Stock

6,600
8
23%
472
8.191
388
83%
40%
3%
55%
10,689
5445
42%
8404

Currently below Safety Stock

57
662
48
869
1648
1099
546
1592
330
774
B1
155
155
165
fegitie 100ay ATF

OK

OK
0K
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
0

6520

OK

£059
7491
3770

OK
OK
OK
OK

2210
4.961
8359
3175
2894
5,254

OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK

0.0%

mney
1796

BelowSafety|
0K
OK
0K
0K
OK
OK

ie3692 owt

BelowSafety
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK

10Day ATP bebow Safely Stock

egitim 10Day ATF

0

Round- HTAIH Buckets
02002.140.04866

10300000000 0000 00

4 644

02002.150.04883

103 0000 0000 0000 00

10,090

OK

880

7723

OK

200

Courtesy of Rea Magnet Wire data base
This is a copy of the daily exceptions report. Currently the scheduler pushes the rewords to the
rewind department based on the requirements.
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Appendix H — Steps required to entering a rework
1: Rework work flow process

EVZAYAL]
Work

Iten

Order:

Number:

Type:
a

Oty
Oty

Ordered:
Completed:
Oty Beject:
A

ON RTE

Date:
IER AI

fn

SRE

ITE TR

Code:

Supplier:

Bill

of

Material:

Yield:
HEE
Comments:

BE

Z=Help

3=Ins

4=End

Item Number is the “to” item.

Post

6=Menu

7=Recall

variances

8=Clear

9=Prev

1B8=Next

- Order date and Release date default to current date - Due date is when the

rework needs to be completed by.

Step 2

rT

EE

Work
Order:
Iten
Number:
Status:
Conponent
lten:
Operation:
Oty
Bequired:
Oty
Allocated:
Qry
Picked:
Detail
Allocations:
Aty
Issued:

ry

Per
Unit

Unit:
Cost:

Site:
Location:
Cricvical:
Issue
Date:
Deliver
To:

F1=Go

Z=Help

3=Ins

4=End

6=Menu

?-Recall

B=-Clear

9=Prev

18=Next
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Under Component Item: this is where the “From part number” needs to be entered

Step 3
si

C:Wrogram

File

Edit

Files\Century\TinyTERM\earth.ipx

¥iew Tools Session Help

-

Tiny TERM

Rr

_| SendFie
160

;

GetFie S
243.71

Work
Order:
Item
Number:
Operation:
Standard
Operation:
Description:
Work
Center:

F1=Go

r

EIR

Machine:
Std:
Setup:
Std
Run:
Std

Date:
Date:

Z2=Help

Orde

1D:

Oty
Ordered:
Oty
HIP:
Run
Conplete:
Sub
Conplete:
Oty
Reject:
Oty
Rework:
Start
Due

Seipt
rk

Move:
Queue:
Wait:

Act

Machines

4=End

6=Menu

7?=Recall

8=Clear

per

Op:

Status:

Setup
Crew:
Run
Crew:
Ouerlap
Units:
Subcontract
LT:

3=Ins

Setup:
Rect
Bun:

Tool
Code:
Supplier:
Yield:
(CRTC

9=Preuv

108=Next

Description is the code required for rewind know what kind of rework if required
Large package to small package
6” rewind
Rewind from itself to itself on due to customer return
QC reject being rework to something else.
The start and due date are always the same regardless of the number of pounds to be reworked.
for 250# verses 5000# the same start and due date are entered.

A rework
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C:\Program

Eile

|

Edit

View
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Files\Century\TinyTERM\earth.tpx - TinyTERM
Tools

i

xxwoworp.p
Work
Helease
Urder

Session

ewse

1.4

Help

Lisave

&

J Sond Fle BetFie

S

in .90

3

pt

Order:
Date:
Date:

(EE
Site:
W0
Status:
Pri-pcklst:
Explain:

Output:
Batch

BEE

Zz=Help

3=Ins

4=End

6=Menu

7?=Recall

8=Clear

10D:

11=Paste

This report is sent to the lab by completing the work order # and what site the rework is to be completed.
The document is sent to the lab printer by designated “output”.
Any type of interruption through this process can impact weather completion of process will flow through
all process and work centers.

*Screen shots of rework steps MFG-Pro
Courtesy of Rea Magnet wire MFG Pro
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Appendix I - Tool used to view capacity for a given week
= C:\Program Files\Century\TinyTERM\earth.
tpx - Tiny TERM

File Edit View

Ig

2

J Discorn.

Tools Session

Help

a

Open

=

3.

Close

Save

| Send

xxcrucrpll.p aa

24.99.14 Hork-Center Load-Sunnary Report

Date: 04/21/10

RER PRODUCTION DATABASE

Tine: 17:29:54

(ETH

Hork

Site:
Center:
Hachine:

0008
8304
998

Departnent: 8305

a

{200

ITT

FINISHING - HEM HUMBER

BLE

Run Creu:
Hach/Hk Ctr:

Hait Tine: 0.0

Hach/0p:

Past
04/18/10 04/25/10 05/02/10 05/09/10 05/16/10 05/23/10 05/30/10 06/06/10 06/13/10 06/20/10 06/27/10 07/04/10
04/12/10 04/24/10 05/01/10 05/08/10 05/15/10 05/22/10 05/28/10 06/05/10 06/12/10 06/19/10 06/26/10 07/03/10 07/10/10

Hork Ctr Cap

3.000

5.000

s,000

5,000

5.000

Hork

Ctr Load

HPI |

p

1,000

[|

[1

Cap Less Load
Cunulative

ERTL]
Era LP

3

4,000
8,688

5,000
13,608

5,000
18,668

AIEEE ELC

FLIRT

’

5,000

5,000
0

5,000
23,668

5.000
0

5,000
28.688

5.000

[|

5,000
33.688

5.000
0

5,000
38.688

0

5.000
43.688

I TEST TT

Courtesy of Rea Magnet wire from MFG Pro
Problems:
Unable to view what is past due in previous week to follow up further investigation
If “rewind” complete a work order then capacity gets added back in
4/14 Request: to increase capacity
On 4/20 any drop-in orders will have to have special permission.
capacity for 4/18-4/24

Mid week and we are over

Any planning this week for next week is also on special request since this is now over 374# over
capacity.
Need to plan out week of 5/2—this is 13 days out.
Filling Safety stocks, forecasts and orders in 900# lot sizes is not working.
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Appendix J - MRP explanation

xxnsnsig.p

Iten:
Site:

1.7

ETE 99

82002 .250.85083
BBBB
Stat: AA

QOH:

253.8

ESS CR
OrPol:

LB

POO

{PTTDR

4

18 TELE

NHN
TO

HNN HNN
BRE

Pronise

Date:

Min

Ord:

8

Plan

Safety

E0Q:
Stk:

8
1088

IT I CT
Yield%:

Reorder

Point:

@

Past
IEE
Va LIN LV FAL
Eva EVEL IN Hd BPS IN Ve Pal I
Prod

To

Order

Ord:

Oty:

HV PSL I
HVE GPa LI

yes

ISAT

Mig
Pur

180.88%
@

Ord

Please

Forecast

F1=Go

select
2=Help

| iY

a

function.

3=Ins

4=End

6=Menu

7=Recall

8=Clear

9=Prev

1B=Next

Rework qty reduced due to maxing out capacity load
Start date set at 5/2 end date 5/8 to have wire available to ship week of 5/9
Problem: how to handle spike in demand.

Mul:

HPAL Va I Vea
Pa lI LP] Pal]
LVS
P aN I LYS Pal I 1 Pd Yat]

Forecast

Sales Orders
BEE
CE
Master Sched
Projected QOH
CUM ATP

LT:
LT:
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Appendix K - Demand Process Flow

CSR enters
Forecast

Schedulers do
finite
scheduling

Inventory push system

DP loads
statistical
forecast
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Appendix L -Order receipt process

ORDER

PROCESS

|

TT

et
EIS
!

sends orders
via EDI

es

-

“ ~.

Ey
WY |
ts Wire available™
Io met 10 day
leadtime

7

>

et
ol
Scheduler

i
: Po

CSR

confirms

meets

order

customer

requirements

ESR
fe

=

marks

pending
~~

runs

reworks

~~.
order BN

fem,

item

a

a

scheduler

review

2 Ne.

oe
-

Scheduler

CSR

CSR

gives

promise

confirms

order

meets
customer
requirements
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Appendix M -Weekly Sales on 6” rewind.
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